RECOMMENDED RULES OF PLAY
Introduction:
5 Card PurSUIT is a card game played with a standard 52‐card deck of playing cards. The object of the
game is to play the best two card flush out of five cards versus the Dealer. The Ante wager corresponds
to the Player’s two card flush hand versus the Dealer’s two card flush hand. The Play wager (if the
Player beats the Dealer) and optional Flush Bonus and 5 Card Bonus wagers are determined by
comparing aspects of the Player’s hand against a paytable.
To play:
1. Each Player plays against the Dealer. Players must place an Ante wager to receive cards. The
Player will then receive five cards face‐down. The Dealer also receives five cards face‐down.
The Player will look at their hand and play a two card hand and a three card hand. The two card
hand must be a flush. The object is to have a higher two card flush than the Dealer, regardless
of suit and keep the best possible three card hand. Straight flushes do not count in this ranking
system. The highest two card flush is Ace, King. The lowest two card flush is 2, 3.
2. After the Player examines their cards, each Player must either fold their hand and surrender
their Ante wager or place a Play wager equal to the Ante wager. The Player will then place their
two card flush hand in the box labeled “2 cards” and their three card hand in the box labeled “3
cards”.
3. Once all the Players have acted on their hand, the Dealer’s cards are exposed. The Dealer must
play the best two card flush hand regardless of suit and will discard the other three cards. The
Dealer must qualify with a minimum Jack high flush to play. If the Dealer’s hand does not
qualify, all remaining Players will receive an even‐money payout on their Ante wager and a Push
on their Play wager (regardless of hand value).
Winning and Losing:
If the Dealer’s hand does qualify, the Dealer’s two card hand is compared to each Player’s two card
hand, and:
a. If the Player’s two card hand ranks higher than the Dealer’s two card hand, the Ante wager
is paid even money and the Play wager is paid odds according to the paytable based on the
Player’s remaining 3‐card hand. Players must win the hand and Dealer must qualify to be
paid odds.
b. If the Player’s two card hand ranks lower than the Dealer’s two card hand, the Ante and Play
wagers lose and are collected.
c. If the Player’s and Dealer’s two card hands tie, the Ante and Play wagers push.
If the Dealer’s hand does not qualify, all Players will receive even money for their Ante wager and push
on their Play wager.

Optional Wagers:
FLUSH BONUS
Player wins when they have at least a 3 card flush in their five card hand.
*Players do not have to win the base game hand to win on their Flush Bonus wager and
if players fold their base game wager, this Flush Bonus wager is still in play.
5 CARD BONUS
Player wins odds if they have a pair of 6’s or better in their five card hand.
* Players do not have to win the base game hand to win on their 5 Card Bonus wager
and if players fold their base game wager, this 5 Card Bonus wager is still in play.

Operators cannot allow wagering limits to exceed the authorized limits set out in WAC 230‐15‐040 and
WAC 230‐15‐140.

PLAY WAGER PAYTABLE

Hand
Mini Royal
Straight Flush
Trips
Straight
Flush
Pair
No pair:

H.E. Main Game

FLUSH BONUS PAYTABLE 1

Bonus
50 to 1
30 to 1
10 to 1
5 to 1
3 to 1
2 to 1
1 to 1

Hand
5 card Royal Flush
5 card Straight Flush
3 card Mini Royal
5 Suited Cards
4 Suited Cards
3 Suited Cards
H.E.

5 CARD BONUS PAYTABLE 1

Bonus
250 to 1
100 to 1
30 to 1
10 to 1
4 to 1
1 to 1
5.96%

3.14%
FLUSH BONUS PAYTABLE 2

Hand
5 card Royal Flush
5 card Straight Flush
3 card Mini Royal
5 Suited Cards
4 Suited Cards
3 Suited Cards
H.E.

Hand
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Four of a Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three of a Kind
Two Pair
Pair of 6s or Better
H.E.

Bonus
250 to 1
100 to 1
40 to 1
15 to 1
10 to 1
6 to 1
4 to 1
3 to 1
1 to 1
3.53%

5 CARD BONUS PAYTABLE 2

Bonus
500 to 1
100 to 1
30 to 1
10 to 1
3 to 1
1 to 1
10.16%

Hand
Royal Flush
Straight Flush
Four of a Kind
Full House
Flush
Straight
Three of a Kind
Two Pair
Pair of 6s or Better
H.E.

Bonus
250 to 1
100 to 1
40 to 1
15 to 1
8 to 1
5 to 1
4 to 1
3 to 1
1 to 1
4.32%

